I was given your name as someone I should contact regarding a Color/Quality Engineering position we currently have available in our Fort Valley, Georgia manufacturing operation. I have pasted the job description below for your reference. What the job description doesn't say is that we are 60+ year privately held $350 million global specialty building products manufacturer. In 2009, we opened a new facility in Georgia and are in the process of developing a World Class manufacturing operation that supports internal customers.

Valley Industrial Products - Color/Quality Engineer

Function:
Develop and control color specifications and other appearance and tolerance qualifications for plastic materials, production processes and manufacturing procedures.

Principle Responsibilities:
1. Knowledge of color matching process and procedures for plastics.
2. Coordination with customers to understand and surpass their quality requirements.
3. Analysis of color readings and visual comparisons to a standard.
4. Recommend adjustments to color tones to maintain within tolerance.
5. Knowledge of color reading equipment and processes
6. Quality inspection of production parts and coordination of quality inspection production workers.
7. Monitor new quality and color processes and equipment in the plastics field.
8. Work with a team of diverse skill sets on development projects.
9. Independent and creative thinking to overcome challenges.
10. Maintains currency with respect to technical and supervisory skills by attending training classes, special technical and administration courses, seminars, exhibits and trade shows as needed.
11. Assumes additional related responsibilities as required.

Qualifications:
Four year college degree in Polymer Engineering.
Minimum of four years of related experience preferably in a manufacturing environment.

Contact: Karen Narlis
Valley Industrial Products
Corporate Recruiter
3 Werner Way
Lebanon, NJ 08833
908-849-4059
908-849-4359 fax
knarlis@c-sgroup.com